iii It is the pervading law of all things organic and inorganic, Of all things physical and metaphysical, Of all things human and all things super-human, Of all true manifestations of the head, Of the heart, of the soul, That the life is recognizable in its expression, That form ever follows function. This is the law. This series is a set of children's furniture that, in addition to being play toys, stimulates creativity, interactivity and understanding of design construction. When a child understands how furniture is assembled and is encouraged to be creative in play, he or she gains valuable learning experiences while having fun. Together, a child and adult can easily assemble all the pieces of furniture without any need for tools. Much like a puzzle, the child has fun assembling the furniture while, at the same time, learns valuable lessons of spatial relationships and structural stability. This also leads to an understanding of safety in play. The added element of a portable three-inch LED orb encourages interaction once all pieces are assembled.
Louis Sullivan
Abstract design elements were used to stimulate imagination during play. Using basic Gestalt design principles, the furniture series was designed to not only be structural but also beautiful and intriguing. The curved abstract shapes encourage the child to take control and imagine the furniture as integral components of their play scene.
CHAPTER I RESEARCH
The History of Creative Study
The term "creativity" is a fairly new concept in civilization. Ancient thinkers lacked the concept of creativity and, instead, focused on the importance of discovery.
When asked in The Republic, "will we say, of a painter, that he makes something?" Plato answers, "certainly not, he merely imitates." (Tatarkiewicz) . Ancient views depicted creativity as a direct influence of God, and it was not until the Renaissance when creativity was viewed as a quality of the individual (Albert) . playing, he or she must be exposed to risks in order to develop normally or else he or she can develop anxiety disorders in adulthood (Kennair) . It is clear that these researchers concluded that childhood experimentation is needed to develop creative thought.
Studies aside, play is something every adult remembers of childhood. For every generation, the toys and games sparking the most creativity were the ones in which the children had the most control. Take a box for example. To a child, a simple box can be imagined as anything: a rocket ship, a racecar, a house, etc. Give a child a box and he or she will imagine it in creative ways. Why? Because a box does not tell the child what it should be. Instead, the child's imagination tells the box what it will be. The uncontrolled nature of this type of playtime contributes to personality development and creative thought through role-playing, decision-making and problem-solving.
RTA Design
Swedish designer Gillis Lundgren first created the Ready-to-Assemble (RTA) furniture concept when he wanted to fit a table into his car. He designed the Lovet Table, a side table made of pieces that pack flat and fit together using simple tools (Figure 1 ).
He sold his design to IKEA who built their company around the RTA concept. Today IKEA remains one of the largest furniture retailers in the world.
Lundgren's RTA concept offers a convenient solution to both manufacturers and consumers. By packing the furniture pieces flat, manufacturing time is shortened because the furniture does not need to be assembled before shipping to a store. This also saves space while shipping thus cutting freight cost. The consumer also benefits by being able to transport the furniture easily from store to its destination. In design, one of the fundamental objectives is user comfort. To properly achieve that goal, the designer researched anthropometrics, ergonomics and psychology to design the furniture. Anthropometrics is the study of human body measurements while ergonomics is the study of comfort for proper body position.
Child anthropometric data conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention includes a variety of body measurements of children from all ages. From these measurements, the designer drew an accurate depiction of a 5-year-old child in a seated position using AutoCAD software for use as a reference of correct ergonomic body position while seated (Figure 2 ).
In conjunction, the designer researched standard seat height and tabletop height measurements for children's furniture according to age (Table 1) . This, in combination with the anthropometric study, was implemented to the furniture design making them fall in line with standards while promoting proper posture and comfort. Age in Years 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-6 6-9 9-13 13+ Chair Seat Height 5" 6.5" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" Table Top Height 
Research Conclusions and Design Goals
The children's furniture collection of the thesis was designed keeping O'Connor and Kennair's studies in mind. Expanding IKEA's RTA strategy, the furniture pieces are packed flat and can be easily assembled without tools. This allows a child to assemble the furniture with an adult, teaching problem-solving skills interactively. Each furniture piece also comes with a miniature model so a child can practice assembling without an adult present (Figure 3 ).
During assembly, structural furniture design is also taught to a child. This safely exposes the child to potential safety risks rather than relying on adult intervention.
Because the child has learned how the structure is built, he or she understands its limits. The basic shape of a circle and connecting curves were used because of their inherent and high-energy nature. The curved shapes create abstract compositions, encouraging imaginative play. Large curves eliminate sharp corners conducive to basic safety in design. These design concepts were developed while designing the series' first piece, the chair.
The Chair
The chair was inspired by sketches done of an adult sized lounger which can be assembled without tools (Figure 4 ). Curvilinear and organic shapes incorporated into the side profile allowed for experimentation of the seat shape, figure and ground relation, and the means of the legs touching the floor. The idea was to repeat this shape along the X axis in order to create the surface of the seat and back.
This process was adapted into a child-friendly chair design. Keeping in mind only the form of the chair, the first drawings closely resembled a llama with a long neck, long legs and arching back ( Figure 5) . A common mistake made by designers of form over function was revealed when it was learned that the chair lacked functionality.
Working around the form, three joining pieces were constructed: one at the head, one at the back of the seat, and one at the front of the seat. A slotted design created in AutoCAD failed while assembling a small-scale Masonite CNC laser cut prototype as the center pieces fell off the joint (Figure 6 ). In response to this failure, the joint design adjusted so that the two end slots were flipped upside down, allowing gravity to secure the pieces together.
After the joints were designed and the structure was stable, several revisions of the profile design were done starting with ergonomics. Following research, the chair form changed dramatically: the arched seat became only slightly curved to avoid pressure points on the back of the thighs, the neck was made more vertical for better back support, the seat depth shrank considerably and the seat height rose to meet the standard 12-inch height for 4-6 year olds (Figure 7) . Additional small-scale models were CNC laser cut from Masonite and a full-scale prototype was CNC cut from MDF (Figure 8 ). The fullscale chair proved to be stable and minor adjustments were made for comfort.
To make the chair more interactive, the connecting joint at the top of the chair extended into handlebars protruding from either side. By using handlebars, the child can sit backwards on the chair and "ride" it. Housed inside the handlebars, an Arduino Uno, a programmable prototyping circuit board, was added as an optional addition ( Figure 9 ).
The Arduino powers eight buttons on the handlebars that, when pressed, play different musical tones through two speakers housed inside the handlebar joint. The optional addition adds a fun interactive element to the design. And, by using a basic musical scale, the child can create a unique melody.
The final full-scale assembled model measures 13.55" wide, 27.25" high, and 18.75" deep ( Figures 10-11 ). 
The Nightlight
A concept to tie all of the furniture pieces together needed to be found before proceeding to the next design. A portable 3-inch battery powered RGB LED orb that changes color from SaveOnCrafts.com would serve that purpose (Figure 12 ). The orb integrated into the next furniture designs by creating areas to "house" them. In this way, a child can take the orb from one piece of furniture to the next and integrate it to his or her playtime.
A table nightlight is currently in production to house the LED orb. The nightlight will be produced using a thermoformed plastic and a birch plywood base. The plastic is formed with a groove to hold the LED orb and contains a switch which turns on a dim LED housed inside the base when the orb is lifted. This nightlight serves as a "home"
device for the LED orb, and acts as a guide for the child when he or she removes the orb during the night. The nightlight also reminds the child to maintain an orderly room by replacing the orb when finished with play. Figure 12 3-inch LED orb purchased from SaveOnCrafts.com. Figure 13 Nightlight. 3ds Max render. Production in progress.
The All-In-One Desk
Designing the chair offered a valuable lesson for the next furniture pieces.
Envisioning the chair, the common mistake was made of creating form before function.
With lesson learned, the All-in-One Desk design process began using basic shapes, focusing on how the pieces could be assembled securely using AutoCAD. The previous research on seat and table height as guidelines were implemented into the desk dimensions. After the basic structure was complete, an additive/subtractive method was used for the design.
In order for the desk's design to relate with the chair, repeated circular shapes were used which is a major design element throughout the chair's design. The goal was to create a continuation of curves throughout the entire desk so every angle is distinct and intriguing with areas for the child to hide, crawl and poke his or her head. The desk features a shelf under the seat for storage, one-way entrance, and a circular cutout for the LED orb on the desktop.
The following features add user customization. The joints of the side panels are
symmetrical so the open entrance can be assembled on either side of the desk. This is appealing to users who must have the desk facing a certain direction. The front and back panels can also be rotated 180 degrees for a different appearance, if needed.
Because of safety concerns, small-scale Masonite models were created to test for stability ( Figure 13 ). After using anthropometric research, large front cutouts were added, so that a child's head would not risk being trapped.
The final assembled full-scale model measures 21" wide, 20.75" high, . The desktop dimensions are 18" wide and 16" long (deep). The Carriage Desk
To accompany the chair, a portable desktop on wheels resembling a carriage was designed. When the desk is rolled in front of the chair, it gives the appearance of an animal pulling a carriage. When the child plays, he or she can imagine being the driver or passenger depending where he or she sits.
Like the All-in-One Desk, the Carriage Desk was developed by first making it stable and then using an additive/subtractive design method. Small-scale Masonite laser cuts were created to test structural stability before adding design elements. The initial design used separate pieces of wood for the side panels and wheels ( Figure 18 ). Later, they were combined into one piece for stability and sustainability ( Figure 19 ). The design uses circles and connecting curves and features a circular cutout at the front of the desk to create legroom and lessen visual weight. The design of the wheels relates to the side panels of the chair, with adjustments making the back wheels larger than the front for a dynamic visual effect.
The final full-scale model features wheels rotating along a ¼" fluted wood dowel rod (Figures 20-21 ). The dowel rod is glued to pocket cut caps on either side of the wheel. This is the only piece of furniture in the series that includes hardware and the consumer would buy the desk with the wheels pre-assembled. The final full-scale assembled model measures 25.5" wide, 22.5" high, and 24.5" deep. The desktop dimensions are 20" wide and 13.25" long (depth). 
The Coat Rack
The freestanding coat rack was designed with four hooks, one in each direction.
The center of the coat rack houses a LED sphere at the point where the X and Y slices meet. The sphere can be placed from only one side of the coat rack securing it while also serving as a problem-solving game for the child.
The design uses repetition of a 4-inch circle both in the figure and ground space.
Because of concern for a comfortable reaching height for the hook, anthropometric guidelines were implemented into the dimensions. The coat rack went through the most design revisions in the series, resulting in several small-scale Masonite models ( Figure   23 ). Most of the changes involved adjustments to the lower half. The design began with two pieces but later was revised to three pieces in order to pack into a smaller space when 
CHAPTER III

PRODUCTION
The final pieces were cut using a computer numerical control (CNC) wood router.
The material used is ¾" sustainable birch plywood with a thick veneer. The designs were created using AutoCAD (Computer Aided Design) software and transferred to the CNC wood router which cut the wood based on the computer file. The router bed holds a 4' by 4' sheet. Pieces were placed close together in five separate AutoCAD files in order to minimize wasted material.
After the files were created in AutoCAD, the software platform PartWorks was used to convert the file to be readable by the wood router. In PartWorks, tabs were added along the shapes' edges in order to secure it to the wood while being cut.
Once the file was ready, the wood router was prepared for cutting. This included both saving the PartWorks file to the CNC router computer's desktop and also securing the 4' by 4' plywood sheet to the router bed with screws. Each cut took approximately thirty minutes to complete (Figure 26 ), after which the screws in the plywood were removed and tabs cut off using a hand router (Figure 27 ). The pieces were removed from the plywood, sanded using an electric hand sander, and assembled without tools ( Figure   28 ). All the furniture pieces were formatted in this manner with the exception of the Carriage Desk, in which case the wheels were attached with a ¼" fluted wood dowel rod using wood glue.
This CNC cutting process has the potential to be mass produced by a manufacturing company. It is a quick and easy production technique that is becoming more commonly used in the manufacturing industry today. 
CONCLUSION
Abstract design was used in order to create a series of children's furniture that stimulates creative and imaginative play. Through involvement in the assembly process, children who use this furniture will develop the valuable creative problem-solving skills essential in adulthood. It is anticipated that this furniture series will expand with complementary pieces in order to develop a complete bedroom furniture set using the same design principles applied in this series.
